Spells Inspired by

SANCTARUY
a novel

by V.V. James

Welcome to the town of Sanctuary, Connecticut!
Where witchcraft is tolerated if not wholly accepted.

Sarah Fenn, Sanctuary’s only licensed witch, will always bend a sympathetic
ear to your problems and craft a bespoke magical solution for you.
But she’s been rather preoccupied since Daniel Whitman died, so here are two
simple spells from her personal shadowbook for you to try at home.

Select Spells from Sarah Fenn's Grimoire
NOTE TO SANCTUARY RESIDENTS AND VISITORS
The practice of magic by unlicensed witches or unregistered PMPs (persons
of magical potential) is strictly forbidden by federal and state law.

A NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR
I created these spells, which would be recognized and useable by
practicing witches. They are all very simple, very orthodox, and don’t
involve any ‘bad’ magical practices They’re drawn from rituals and
seminars I’ve attended over the past two years of research.
A NOTE ON THE MAGICAL SYSTEM
The magical system described in Sanctuary is fictional, not contemporary
Wicca or paganism. It draws on varied historical sources. The Western
European–derived Old Work practiced by Sarah Fenn represents only one
strand of the many magical traditions existing in the contemporary
United States of this novel. “Magic” as depicted in Sanctuary is never to
be equated with any real cultural, spiritual, or religious practice.

Moon Magic to Draw Love

As the moon is waxing (moving from the skinny new moon toward full), charge a bowl or jar of
water by leaving it exposed to moonlight overnight.
When the moon is full, run a warm bath or shower. Add to or surround your bath with any of
the following: rose petals, lavender, rose quartz, lit red or pink candles.
Step in. As you meditate on your intention, whether to boost self-love, or to attract romantic*
or platonic affection, pour the charged moon water over yourself. Relax.

*Ensure your focus is not on a specific individual. It is a criminal offense to use magic either to compel or to
alter intimate affection.

A Simple Sigil to Achieve Your Goal

Ask yourself ‘What do I want?’ Be brief and as precise as possible. Don’t state an ambition,
but the goal itself (eg. not ‘I want a new job’ but ‘I have my ideal job’)
Write out your goal-statement. Strike out vowels and duplicate letters. Arrange the remaining
letters, overlapping and interlocking, to form a pattern that you find pleasing.
If you wish, substitute A, B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, and L with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
It’s okay to doodle a number of versions until you find one that appeals to you.
You may wish to enclose your sigil in a circle, or one of the four planetary triangles.
Focusing on your goal, charge the sigil. You can charge it in fire, by burning it. Or place it
somewhere obvious so that with repeated viewing you stop noticing it. Or you can ‘shoal’ your
sigil by doodling it over and over and over.
The aim is eventually to forget the original goal-statement. This is when your sigil will be
internalized, awaiting realization.

A Plain Protection Against Malign Influences

If there are persons or entities you wish to render powerless, write their names on a piece of
paper then add ‘I bind you from doing harm’.
Roll and bind the paper with red thread. Place it in a crack in a tree, a small hole in the ground,
or beneath a rock.*
Wash your hands with soap in warm salted water. Dry and anoint them with oil.

*Do not burn or otherwise destroy the paper.
In the world of SANCTUARY, hostile use of magic attracts severe penalties in most state jurisdictions.

